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With the amount of data being transferred on a daily basis, it is becoming increasingly dangerous to save data on the Internet in
the face of intruders or hackers. �is study paper is one of the most e�ective ways to transmit information in a secure and
con�dential manner.�e authors previously disclosed a way for embedding a secret video inside a cover video in their prior work.
�e writers have implemented a number of techniques to incorporate the secret video. �e current work improves on the existing
approach by including encryption and decryption concepts into the video embedding process. �e secret data for either a large or
little amount of information is put on the cover video utilising the embedding technique. Our proposed method combines
compression, encryption, decryption, and secret information embedding to provide a more secure data transfer.

1. Introduction

Video embedding is a new �eld of study that aims to
provide secure data transmission. Frames from the video
�le were used to hide data in the process of video data
concealing [1]. Large amounts of data can readily be
embedded behind the frames of a �le due to the use of
frames. �e goal of the secure video data hiding approach
is to insert hidden information in multiple bits of pixels. In
the discrete wavelet transform domain of the cover video,
the concealing approach is applied. E�ective decryption is
the key issue that arises during the video encryption
process. Quantization employing cosine transformations
or wavelet transformations may not be able to restore the
encrypted input video frame more successfully during the
compression process. Pixel information was lost when
employing transforms [2]. �e pixel information was

adequately kept during the encoding process; however the
encryption e�ciency was not increased. As a result of the
existing methods, the video frame size was initially low-
ered by combining the current and prior pixels [3]. �e
encryption procedure is based on the pixel grouping and
substituting the relevant and recurrent pixels with the
message information, and the problem was solved using
e�ective block code creation. �e size of the resultant
image is approximately half that of the input image [4] (see
Table 1).

2. Literature Review

�e survey suggests that there are bene�ts and drawbacks to
the current video security methods. However, most methods
have signi�cant drawbacks when it comes to embedding
videos, such as:
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(i) Unreliable compression ratio
(ii) It is less time-efficient, less secure, and requires

more effort.
(iii) Memory complexity is another drawback.

*e goal of this research is to create a novel method for
video embedding in order to solve these problems.

2.1. Advantages of Steganography Over Watermarking.
*e types of video embedding techniques are water-
marking and steganography. Using wavelet coefficients
for information concealment, watermarking is an effective
technique that is mostly utilized in the field of image
authentication and protection. *e following are some of
the disadvantages of watermarking in comparison to
steganography:

(i) Extensive complexity
(ii) *e efficiency must be increased using a rate dis-

tortion-optimized rate control.
(iii) High sensitivity to document skewing; poor im-

munity to manipulation; image quality may be re-
duced as opposed to watermarking, steganography
has the following advantages:

(iv) *e embedded video is more sophisticated, making
it harder for an attacker to abuse it, and the video
stream is used as a cover file in this method, which
maximises protection against attackers.

(v) Additionally, it reduces the payload and additional
strain.

(vi) Offers both high-quality images and videos.

*us, the goal of this work was to use steganography to
conduct video embedding.When processing video as a series
of frames, it conceals the information to provide great se-
curity. Additionally, it removes redundant data while en-
hancing security.

3. Proposed Work

*e input and secret video are pre-processed by the supple
rectification method and contaminated in the pixel
grouping in the proposed method. In this work, the
video’s white Gaussian noise is removed using pre-
processing. *e shade picture element (SPE) algorithm is
used to process the embedded segment. *e code is made
up of the results of each patch [5]. Decrypted images can

be retrieved by performing a similar operation on the
receiver side. Because it is completely reversible, the
technology can be utilized to transmit sensitive infor-
mation in extremely secure videos. *e process’ perfor-
mance is assessed using the input and decompressed
image’s MSE, PSNR, capacity, BER, and SSIM picture
quality analyses, and compression ratios. *e new method
outperforms the old one in terms of effectiveness [6].
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of proposed work.

In this method, following the major steps involved a
complete process of information hiding in video sequences.

(1) Input the cover and Stego video
(2) Frame conversion
(3) Preprocessing
(4) Generate the embedding
(5) Encoding the process
(6) Decoding the process with reversible extraction.
(7) Measure the performances.

We have two distinct ways for video embedding:

(i) We can use the supple rectification algorithm to
preprocess the video frames.

(ii) We can use the shade picture element algorithm to
incorporate the video.

*e MATLAB software is used to simulate and evaluate
this strategy. *e major steps in developing the embedding
algorithm are listed below.

3.1. Embedding Part

(i) Read cover video and Stego video file
(ii) Divide the video into frames.
(iii) Using the supple rectification filtering algorithm,

select the frames for preprocessing (SRF).
(iv) Initially, this SRF method is utilized to reduce noise

in the cover and stego videos.
(v) Use the shade picture element (SPE) approach to

group pixels after preprocessing.
(vi) *e precompiled cover image pixel is combined

with the precompiled secret picture pixel to con-
duct the embedding procedure.

(vii) For video encoding, the cipher frame pattern (CFP)
is used after the embedding procedure.

Table 1: Literature review.

Author and year Technique Observation

Alhaj (2016) Multilayer image stegnaography According to video steganography, six bits of the secret message can be used to
decipher the hidden message.

Manimegalai
(2014) Peak-shaped technique For the purposes of spatial demonstration, multiple steganography algorithms for

JPEG images were thoroughly analyzed.

Mstafa et al.
(2017)

(MOT) algorithm and error
correcting codes (ECC)

Algorithms for video steganography have been developed in the DCT and DWT
domains, respectively. Hamming and bose, chaudhuri, and hocquenghem (BCH)

codes were used to encrypt the secret data in the communication.
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3.2. Extraction Part

(i) Using the reverse technique, extract the hidden
video from the stego video.

(ii) To extract cover and stego video, use reversible CFP.
(iii) Using the SPE algorithm’s reverse process, regroup

the pixels.
(iv) Using the reverse procedure, decode the encrypted

video and obtain the original video

4. Experimental Results

*is proposed method was used to make common video
sequences like news, container, mobile, Akiyo, etc. Here are
the results:

Figure 2 depicts a screenshot of a selected video file that
is used as a cover video, while Figures 3 and 4 depict a
screenshot of a selected video file that is used as a stego video.
After then, when the video is delivered to the target receiver,
the secret video is embedded using the SPE algorithm, and
the video is then reconstructed after the cover and stego
video is extracted [7]. A screenshot of the reconstructed
video is shown in Figure 5. *e reverse methods of picture
embedding and pixel grouping are used at this level. In this
case, reverse encoding is used to extract the embedded frame
from the compressed video sequence. *e video is finally

rebuilt by mixing the message frame and cover frame with
the least amount of pixel loss possible. *ere are additional
video clips available for the experimental outcomes. As an
illustration, we included one sample in a paper. However, we
tested a total of 20 samples.

4.1. Performance Analysis. In the first step of testing, video
data is taken and hidden using the proposed method. To
check the influence of data hiding in the quality of the stego
frames [8], performance measurements such as the peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean squared error (MSE)
are utilized.

Input Cover Video Input SecretVideoConverting video
to Frames

Converting video
to Frames

Preprocessing (SRF) Preprocessing (SRF)

Pixel GroupingPixel Grouping

Shade Picture Element Algorithm (SPE)

EmbeddedProcess Cipher Frame Pattern

Cipher Frame Pattern
Reformation

Inverse SPE Process

Secret Video

Pixel RegroupingPixel Regrouping

Cover Video

Performance Measures

Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed work.

Figure 2: Cover video.
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4.1.1. Peak Signal-To-Noise Ratio (PSNR). Peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) is a common metric used to compare
encoded and unencoded video quality.*e decibel (db) scale
is used to characterize it, as seen in the following [9].

R is themaximum allowable pixel value in the image, and
MSE is the mean squared error.

4.1.2. Mean Squared Error (MSE). *eMSE is the difference
between some of the encoded video’s pixel value and the
uncompressed video’s pixel value.

*e MSE is estimated by applying Eq. to arrive at the
PSNR (2). HSI band image rows and columns are R and C,
respectively [10]. Based on the metrics of time and memory
usage during the steganography process, the complexity of
the proposed job is validated. By taking into account how
long pixel grouping and frame fusion take, the work’s time
complexity is calculated.

Table 2 illustrates the results of the proposed strategies’
performance evaluations. When compared to other video
sequences, the news and bus footage has a higher PSNR
value and lower MSE value.

Several characteristics, such as PSNR and MSE, are
shown in Table 3 to compare the proposed CFP-perfor-
mance SPE’s to that of the existing Shamir’s (t, n) with the
DCTtechnique.*is study’s findings show that the CFP-SPE
algorithm, as presented, delivers improved embedding re-
sults with great visual quality and great robustness [11]. *e
results show that the suggested technique produces the best
outcomes for all of the video sequences. *erefore, the
suggested technique is better suited for various video
samples. *e PSNR and MSE of each and every video can
then differ, and this is entirely dependent on the type of
video. As a result, the PSNR and MSE serve as the foun-
dation for the video embedding system’s performance rate.
Figure 6 shows the PSNR value comparison.

Figure 4: Embedded video.

Retrieved Cover Image Retrieved Stego Image

Figure 5: Reconstructed video.

Table 2: Performance analysis of proposed techniques.

Video sequences PSNR (dB) MSE
News 58.42 0.09
Bus 48.56 0.91

Figure 3: Stego video.

Table 3: PSNR value of both existing and proposed techniques.

Video
sequences

PSNR original
frame

PSNR of reconstructed frame
Shamir’s (t, n) with

DCT
Proposed
result

News 37.74 37.19 37.5
Bus 36.47 35.62 36.11

38

37.5

37

36.5

36

35.5

35

34.5
News Bus

Shamir's (t-n) with DCT
Proposed

Figure 6: PSNR value comparison.
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4.2. Features of Our Advanced Video Embedding

(i) Highly secure
(ii) Accuracy
(iii) Improves capacity
(iv) Less Impressibility
(v) Video error correction
(vi) More privacy

5. Conclusions

A video embedding method was proposed in this study to
address the challenges that come during the data conceal-
ment process. *e problem of lossy information is solved by
including pixel grouping as well as preprocessing into the
embedding process. Optimization and SRF analysis
employing varying boundary coefficients of cover and secret
video frames are the preprocessing techniques used in the
supple correction algorithm approach. *e SPE algorithm is
used to blend the secret message’s pixel information with the
necessary pixel information from the cover frame. Last but
not least, the video encoding process, also referred to as the
suggested method, accomplishes security using the CFP
algorithm.
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